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1. DNS database contains all except  _______.

     	      name server records

     	      hostname-to-address records

     	      hostname aliases

     	--->> ARP records

2. Ã‚Â To deliver a message to the correct application program running on a host, the 
_______ address must be consulted.

     	      IP

     	      MAC

     	--->> Port

     	      Socket

3. In ____, queuing pactkets wait in buffer (quene) until the node (router or switch) is 
ready to process them.

     	--->> FIFO

     	      Priority

     	      Weighted fair

     	      LIFO

4. What is split horizon?

     	      It splits the traffic when you have a large bus (horizon) physical network.

     	      It holds the regular updates from broadcasting to a downed link

     	      It prevents regular update messages from reinstating a route that has gone 
down.

     	--->> Information about a route should not be sent back in the direction from 
which the original update came.
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5. In FTP protocol, client contacts server using ____ as the transport protocol.

     	--->> transmission control protocol

     	      user datagram protocol

     	      datagram congestion control protocol

     	      stream control transmission protocol

6. . The attacker using a network of compromised devices is known as _____________

     	      Internet

     	--->> Botnet

     	      Telnet

     	      D-net

7. Which of the following is NOT a form of DoS attack?

     	      Vulnerability attack

     	      Bandwidth flooding

     	      Connection flooding

     	--->> Evesdroping flooding

8. Which of the following is not a type of OSPF packet?

     	      Hello

     	      Link-state request

     	--->> Link-state response

     	      Link-state ACK

9. Application layer offers _______ service.

     	--->> Ã‚Â End to end

     	      Process to process

     	      Both End to end and Process to process

     	      Circuit processing
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10. Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is also called as _____________

     	--->> Link state protocol

     	      Ã‚Â Error-correction protocol

     	      Routing information protocol

     	      Border gateway protocol
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